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As vehicle automation advances, drivers of automated vehicles become more disengaged
from the primary driving task. Windshield displays provide a large screen space supporting
drivers in non-driving related activities. This article presents user preferences as well as
task and safety issues for 3D augmented reality windshield displays in automated driving.
Participants of a user study (n = 24) customized two modes of content presentation
(multiple content-specific windows vs. one main window), and could freely adjust visual
parameters for these content windows using a simulated “ideal” windshield display in a
virtual reality driving simulator. We found that user preferences differ with respect to
contextual aspects. Additionally, using one main content window resulted in better task
performance and lower take-over times, but the subjective user experience was higher for
the multi-window user interface. These findings help automotive interface designers to
improve experiences in automated vehicles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today, drivers perform more and more activities while driving, such as the primary driving task as
well as engaging with the vehicle’s infotainment system (e.g., operating the music player, accessing
navigation data, checking vehicle information) (Kern and Schmidt, 2009). Automated driving (AD)
further pushes drivers’ demand for non-driving related tasks (NDRTs) (Pfleging et al., 2016). In
conditionally/highly (SAE level 3 and 4) and fully automated driving (SAE level 5) (SAE On-Road
Automated Vehicle Standards Committee, 2021), the primary driving function is conducted by the
automated vehicle (AV), and this generates new opportunities to utilize AVs asmobile entertainment
carriers and offices (e.g., Riener et al., 2016; Schartmüller et al., 2018).

Many non-driving related activities require input from the driver, or give feedback to the driver,
such as visually (e.g., Damböck et al., 2012), auditory (e.g., Horswill and Plooy, 2008), and olfactory
(e.g., Dmitrenko et al., 2019), or a combination (i.e., multimodal interaction/feedback, e.g., Pfleging
et al., 2012). Currently, a wide range of displays in the vehicle offers visual output, including
dashboard, tablet, and head-up displays (Haeuslschmid et al., 2016a). Head-up displays (HUDs)
visualize information in the drivers’ field of view towards the outside road environment, and thereby
enable the driver to quickly check information while observing the road (Haeuslschmid et al., 2016a;
Riegler et al., 2019c). Beyond that, windshield displays (WSDs) extend HUDs to the entire
windscreen, providing an even larger viewing and interaction area, thereby making this display
type suitable for visualizing world-fixed navigation information (Fu et al., 2013), presenting nearby
points of interest (POIs) (Häuslschmid et al., 2015), and enabling in-vehicle work, entertainment,
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and social interaction activities (Riegler et al., 2018), among
others. Another potential of WSDs is to improve user trust
and acceptance in AVs by increasing their system
transparency (Wintersberger et al., 2017b). AR also helps to
better anticipate lane change maneuvers, which has the
potential to increase drivers’ situational awareness (Langlois
and Soualmi, 2016). With regard to elderly drivers as well as
visually or cognitively impaired drivers, the use AR HUD
interfaces resulted in improved reaction times of older drivers
as well as decreased collision occurrences, as compared to a head-
down display (HDD), or dashboard interface (Charissis et al.,
2011). Hwang et al. (2016), Calvi et al. (2020) show in
experimental studies that an in-vehicle AR HUD might
positively contribute to both the visual safety driving behavior,
and their psychological driving safety, such as tension and stress,
of elderly drivers. As more drivers increasingly demand adaptive
and personalized interfaces and devices (Meixner et al., 2017;
Riegler et al., 2019a), WSDs provide a novel opportunity for the
car industry to minimize visual clutter in the instrument cluster
and center stack, and show digital information on the WSD,
tailored to the individual needs of drivers and passengers.
Therefore, WSDs can be utilized to establish a single user
interface (UI) for all in-vehicle infotainment systems (Gabbard
et al., 2014), and even for outside interactive activities (e.g., Colley
et al., 2018). Especially in automated driving, WSDs can be
supportive in informing the driver to transfer control of the
vehicle in case of so-called take-over requests (TORs)
(Wintersberger et al., 2018). As more attention is paid to
personalization of smart devices such as smartphones (e.g.,
customizable content through apps, layouts, and themes), in-
vehicle interfaces will become more tailored to the automotive
users in terms of adaptation and personalization (Häuslschmid
et al., 2019). In addition, technological advances in augmented
reality (AR) may lead to new opportunities for presenting
information on a WSD by providing world-fixed visualizations
(i.e., the content appears to be anchored in the real world)
(Gabbard et al., 2014). Accordingly, “floating” 2D or 3D AR
objects are a novel way to realize such an adaptive interface.
Consequently, designers of AR WSD interfaces should take this
trend into account by allowing drivers to customize how content
is displayed on the WSD. Although the potential of WSDs for
AVs has been highlighted, limited research has been conducted to
evaluate user preferences related to personalization of content
and layout in ARWSDs, as well as their impact on task and take-
over performance. Adaptive automotive UIs are challenging, as
drivers of SAE level 3 (L3) and level 4 (L4) conditionally AVs may
choose to place content in a way that emphasizes entertainment
functions, for example, however, such a layout may be considered
unsafe for handing over control to the driver in case of
emergencies.

Consequently, we explore and evaluate ARWSDs in respect to
user preferences including content type and layout, as well as
their effect on task and take-over performance for SAE L3
automated vehicles. For this purpose, we have drivers create
their own personalized WSD layout in a virtual reality (VR)
driving simulator, and compare the benefits and drawbacks of
having multiple content-specific windows with one single main

window for content presentation. Based on analysis of user
preferences, task and take-over performances, we discuss the
potential impact of personalized AR-supported windshield
display user interfaces.

2 RELATED WORK

For manual and assisted driving (up to SAE L2), the potential of
AR applications has already been shown in prototypical user
studies (e.g., Medenica et al., 2011; Rane et al., 2016). Traditional
approaches utilizing HUDs often focus on improving safety. For
example, Smith et al. (2015) could demonstrate that presenting
information directly in a driver’s field of view can lead to better
driving performance and less distraction. An additional
application for AR HUDs is navigation, where digital arrows
are superimposed on the outside environment to assist navigation
(e.g., Kim and Dey, 2009; Bark et al., 2014). Recent research has
focused on NDRTs and passenger experiences, in which drivers/
passengers perform office tasks or engage in entertainment
activities. However, in conditionally automated vehicles, such
tasks are conducted with the need to keep the driver in the loop
(i.e., without the driver losing control of the vehicle, even in AD
mode) (Dillmann et al., 2021), as they must be able to assume
control of the vehicle in the event of an emergency (Frison et al.,
2019). Therefore, it can be very convenient for the driver to gaze
in the direction of the traffic while using the windshield as a
display (Smith et al., 2016). Additional research on engaging in
work-related tasks in the vehicle shows that participants prefer a
WSD to a head-down display (such as traditional dashboard or
center stack displays) (Schartmüller et al., 2018). AR content can
be visualized in a way that keeps the driver’s visual focus on the
road by reducing or even eliminating glances between the
primary driving task and other activities (Schroeter and
Steinberger, 2016). As a result, the implementation of TORs,
i.e., notifying the driver to accept control of the vehicle, could take
advantage from the driver’s forward gaze direction and the
WSD’s large screen space. Applications that use WSDs are
expected to improve in-vehicle experience for drivers and
passengers, and facilitate the evolution of vehicles in the
transition from manual to automated driving (Kun et al.,
2017). The systematic review of AR applications for automated
vehicles by Riegler et al. (2021a) shows increasing research efforts
for designing driver and passenger experiences. In this research,
we focus on automated driving (SAE L3 and higher), because AR
features are expected to accompany driving automation
(Wiegand et al., 2019; Riegler et al., 2020b), and can help to
build trust in automated driving (AD) (Wintersberger et al.,
2017b). For now, however, the realization of AR WSDs is
impracticable both for technical and financial reasons
(Gabbard et al., 2014). Therefore, the suitability and
acceptance of AR WSDs and future use cases can be
demonstrated and evaluated using software simulations, in
many cases employing virtual reality (VR) technology (e.g.,
Riegler et al., 2020a; Gerber et al., 2020). Advances in optics
research demonstrate the feasibility of visualizing stereoscopic 3D
images with an eyetracking-based light-field display and actual
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head-up display optics, and the resulting 3D AR HUD system has
the potential to form the mainstream technology for a wide range
of automotive AR applications (Lee et al., 2020).

2.1 Augmented Reality Windshield Display
Personalization
Exploratory research on personalization of large head-up as well
as windshield display content has been conducted. Haeuslschmid
et al. (2016b) investigated a generalizable view management
concept for manual vehicles (SAE L0–2) that takes into
account drivers’ tasks, context, resources, and abilities for
efficient information retrieval. The results show content-
specific areas, for example safety-critical, and personal areas,
on the WSD preferred by the study participants. Additionally,
Häuslschmid et al. (2019) explored user preferences and safety
aspects for 3D WSDs in manual driving. They found that while
personalization is desired by users, their customized layouts do
not always enable safe driving, compared to a one-fits-all layout.
Therefore, Häuslschmid et al. suggest using a one-fits-all layout
because the information uptake was found to be higher for these
layouts, but with the disadvantage that individual user
preferences are not sufficiently considered. In the context of
automated driving, Riegler et al. (2018), Riegler et al. (2019e)
investigated windshield display content, window sizes, and
window transparency for SAE L3 and L5 AVs. Their
experiment aimed at investigating driver-passengers’
requirements and preferences for WSDs based on different
content types, such as warnings, vehicle-related information,
work-, entertainment-, and social media content, among
others. The study was conducted on a simulated 2D WSD,
and the content windows were drawn and attributed in a fixed
distance from the driver. Results show that drivers are aware of
the implications of conditionally and fully automated driving, as
content windows were utilized in more peripheral areas of the
WSD in SAE L3 driving, while the entire WSD was applied for
SAE L5 driving. However, as their study was focussed on initial
exploration of user preferences for WSDs, no task or take-over
performance was assessed. Further findings by Riegler et al. reveal
that world-fixed AR visualizations could result in better task and
take-over performance, compared to screen-fixed content
presentations. However, user experience results showed no
clear preference (Riegler et al., 2020c). Therefore, variable,
continuous-depth, distance in content presentation on the
WSD should be evaluated further, from a personalization
perspective.

Our state-of-the art research suggests that there are two
directions for presenting content on a 3D AR windshield
display: 1) a single main window, containing all content in
sub-menus, thereby utilizing only a single section of the WSD,
similar to today’s in-vehicle infotainment systems (IVIS)
displayed on a tablet in the center console of the vehicle, and
2) multiple content-specific windows, utilizing the entire
windscreen design space for individual content areas. In this
paper, we explore this research gap pertaining to the
personalization of windshield display content in automated
driving for SAE L3 AVs, and further assess the user-centered

WSD design with task and take-over performance measures. The
goal is therefore to investigate personalization parameters for 3D
AR WSDs and to make qualitative and quantitative statements
regarding the layout, i.e., a one-fits-all main window vs. multiple
content-specific floating windows, as well as resulting
recommendations for the design of content for such large
displays in an automotive context.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Since windshield displays enable the driver/passengers to engage
in NDRTs with a large AR interface in conditionally and fully
automated vehicles, we determine visual properties and their
implications on user experience, workload, as well as task and
take-over performance for 3D WSDs with the following research
questions:

• RQ1:Which, and how many areas on 3DWSDs do drivers of
conditionally automated vehicles prefer for displaying
information? We hypothesize that drivers would, if
provided, personalize content presentation on the 3DWSD.

• RQ2: Do drivers have a clear preference regarding window
presentation (multiple content-specific windows vs. one main
window)? We hypothesize that drivers have a clear
preference regarding the window(s) placement on the
3D WSD.

• RQ3:Which window parameters (such as size, transparency,
content types) are desired to be customized?We hypothesize
that drivers have a clear preference regarding window
parameters.

• RQ4: How does the driver-selected WSD personalization
impact task and take-over performance? We hypothesize
that both task and take-over performance are impacted by
driver’s WSD personalization.

• RQ5: How does the level of vehicle automation (conditional,
full) influence drivers’ preferences for 3D WSDs? We
hypothesize that drivers are aware of the implications of
different levels of automation and adjust the content
presentation on the 3D WSD accordingly.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We used the open-source VR driving simulator AutoWSD
(Riegler et al., 2019b; Riegler et al., 2019d), and adapted it to
allow participants to freely move and adjust content windows on
a simulated 3D AR windshield display while driving through a
virtual city or highway scene. We utilized VR in order to keep the
experiment in a safe and controlled environment (De Winter
et al., 2012; Riegler et al., 2021b). Additionally, the current limited
availability of highly automated vehicles makes it necessary to
explore automated driving scenarios by other means, such as VR
simulations. Research shows that participants’ subjective and
psychological responses in VR environments are closely
coupled to their experience and behaviors in a real-world
setting (Slater et al., 2006). Pettersson et al. (2019) conducted
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a comparison study with a VR setup and a field study, and found
that while VR studies cannot completely substitute field studies,
they can add value to conventional driving simulators and
desktop testing. In particular, VR can be used to communicate
the general principles or “the story” behind a user study. Another
comparison study conducted by Langlois et al. (2016) showed
that the virtual environment is able to replicate relative distance
perception between virtual objects (e.g., vehicles, pedestrians,
road objects) and overlays. Therefore, Langlois et al. (2016)
recommend that user experiments can be carried out in virtual
spaces with simulated AR HUDs or WSDs.

We designed four scenarios, one for each WSD condition, in
order to avoid learning effects related to traffic scenes and take-
over requests. We kept the scenarios short (approx. 8 min), to
minimize potential simulator sickness. We further designed a
“warm-up” setting to allow participants to become familiar with
the virtual reality environment. During the scenario, the WSD
sequentially displayed semantic sentences, with the purpose of
measuring situational awareness and task performance
(Daneman and Carpenter, 1980). These sentences were
provided in German and English language, according to the
preferred language of the study subjects. An example for a
semantically correct sentence would be “After finishing all
tests the class celebrated for a whole week.” An example for a
semantically incorrect sentence would be “The spider goes on
vacation by plane.” Since we evaluated SAE level 3 automated
driving [On-Road Automated Driving (ORAD) Committee,
2021], we did not assume subjects to place their hands on the
steering wheel throughout the drive, so we implemented a speech
interface for subjects to perform the task (Naujoks et al., 2016). To
this end, we resorted to the offline version of theMicrosoft Speech
API, which is capable of processing and recognizing keywords or
phrases, such as “Yes” and “No,” and their German equivalents.

Additionally, for each scenario, we designed a take-over that
required subjects to grasp the steering wheel and/or press the
brake pedal, and steer the vehicle out of the danger zone to avoid a
collision. When such a take-over prompt was given, the WSD
displayed a “Take over” warning message along with a warning
tone, as it was found that suchmultimodal feedback was preferred
by drivers (Bazilinskyy et al., 2018). We placed the warning

message for both scenarios at the respective warnings window,
and chose the background color red, as research found this color
to aid drivers in anticipating or reacting to emergencies and
warnings (Yun et al., 2018; Han and Ju, 2021).

Figure 1 shows both presentation variants for condition M
(multiple content-specific windows), i.e., the flat, screen-fixed 2D
baseline (left), and the potential personalization of the 3D WSD
(right). Accordingly, condition S refers to the placements and
characteristics of a single window used for all content types (see
Figure 2).

In case a vehicle in the front was closer than a WSD content
window, the window would “snap” to the back of the front
vehicle, in order to avoid appearing occluded by the front
vehicle (see Figure 3). In a recent study, Riegler et al. (2020c)
explored anchoringWSD content to real-world objects in SAE L3
AD and found that task performance and situation awareness
were increased compared to screen-fixed content. To this end, we
dynamically snap the content window to the front vehicle to 1)
decrease visual clutter between the real and virtual objects, and 2)
improve the driver’s awareness of the front vehicle’s movements
by adjusting the content window correspondingly. The snapping
functionality only pertains to other moving road objects, such as
cars, busses, and trucks, in order to facilitate situation awareness,
as in SAE L3 AD the driver must be prepared to intervene within
limited time (SAE On-Road Automated Vehicle Standards
Committee, 2021). Especially for platooning situations, and
traffic jams, where the conditionally automated vehicle would
operate as a “traffic jam chauffeur” (Luca et al., 2018), the snap
functionality may be useful Riegler et al. (2020c).

5 DRIVING SIMULATOR STUDY

We designed our user study as 2 × 2 within-subject design, where
each study participant would try both content presentation
modes (i.e., multiple windows, condition M, and one single
main window, condition S) for both the baseline and
personalized content presentation. Additionally, we used a
counterbalanced design to reduce the bias caused by the order
in the variables.

FIGURE 1 | Condition M: Multiple floating windows displayed on a 3D WSD for SAE L3 AD. (A) Baseline, screen-fixed 2D WSD content proposed by Riegler et al.
(2018) for SAE L3. (B) Example personalization using 3D WSD content for SAE L3.
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5.1 Procedure
First, the subjects were given an introduction to the purpose of the
study. This included the explanation of the virtual reality driving
simulator (see Figure 4), automated driving at SAE level 3. We

further explained the concept of a windshield display and
emphasized the precedence of a safe but also comfortable
drive. Additionally, we gave an overview of the scenario
procedure. Next, participants were asked to answer a
demographic questionnaire, as well as the Affinity for
Technology Interaction (ATI) questionnaire which is used to
determine subjects’ attitudes and engagements towards
technology interplay (Attig et al., 2018), and finally the pre-
study Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) (Kennedy et al.,
1993) to determine the initial level of nausea before proceeding.
After each of the two scenario in the virtual reality environment,
participants had to fill in the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) (Davis, 1993), NASA Raw Task Load Index (NASA
RTLX) (Hart and Staveland, 1988), and User Experience
(UEQ-S) (Schrepp et al., 2017) questionnaires. Finally, subjects
were asked to complete the post-study Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) (Kennedy et al., 1993) and to describe
their experience in an interview. The interview also included
questions about WSD user preferences for fully automated
vehicles. The entire procedure took approximately 75 min per
participant. Subjects did not receive any compensation for
participating in the study.

5.1.1 Windshield Display Personalization
For both conditions M and S, participants were given the
opportunity to adjust the initial baseline condition (content
windows on a flat 2D WSD). With assistance of our
experimenters, participants were asked to position multiple
content windows (condition M, “multiple windows”) on the
WSD according to their personal preferences, and afterwards
associate each content window with further attributes such as
their transparency and size. We set the initial WSD layout and
content windows according to the qualitative findings by Riegler
et al. (2018).

For each window, participants had to specify the desired
content type (by drag and drop). Therefore, we offered a list
containing potential media types:

• Warnings (W), such as a potentially short headway,
mechanical failures, etc.

FIGURE 2 | Condition S: Single main window displayed on a 3DWSD for SAE L3 AD. (A) Baseline, screen-fixed 2DWSD content proposed by Riegler et al. (2018)
for SAE L3. (B) Example personalization using 3D WSD content for SAE L3.

FIGURE 3 | Content window snapped to the back of the front vehicle (in
this case: a bus).

FIGURE 4 | The study setting. The study participant is wearing the HTC
Vive Pro Eye Virtual Reality headset, which includes speakers for audio output.
The Logitech steering wheel and pedals are used for take-overs and manual
driving. The microphone next to the steering wheel is used for speech
input. The monitor is used by the study organizer to follow along.
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• Vehicle information (V), such as the current speed, or
distance/time to destination

• Work/office related information (O), such as emails or
calendar

• Entertainment (E), such as music playlists, videos, etc.
• Social Media (S), such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.
• Custom/Other (C), such as notifications, weather
information, smarthome control, etc.

Consequently, the participants started with the
personalization of the provided content windows (i.g.,
warnings, vehicle-related information, entertainment, social
media, work-related information, etc.) on the 3D WSD on a
large monitor, using a computer mouse, and subsequently
refining the layout in the virtual environment, using the
directional-pad buttons on the steering wheel. The reason we
chose to let subjects first generate a coarse layout on a monitor
was because of its ease to move the content windows, and quickly
modify the layout to one’s preference. Additionally, we instructed
participants that speech commands to adjust the content
windows were possible, such as “place the social media
window more to the right,” in which case the study organizer
would perform the changes with the Wizard-of-Oz technique.
For condition S (“single window”), the participants could only
place that one-fits-all window on the WSD. We have chosen to
use only rectangles as content windows, since this shape is most
commonly used in applications in many areas, such as desktop
computers, tablets, or smartphones. Following the initial
positioning and sizing of the windows, participants were then
asked to put on the HTC Vive Pro Eye and the study organizer
started the VR application with the subject’s initial WSD layout.
Participants could familiarize themselves with the VR
environment and their WSD personalization on a short warm-
up track, and fine-tune theWSD layout further. Subsequently, the
instructions for the current task were given, and the scenario
began with the vehicle starting to drive automatically. During the
ride, subjects were also allowed to adjust their WSD
personalization, however, we noted that this could negatively
affect their task and take-over performance.

5.1.2 Non-Driving Related Task
For the cognitive task engagement, we chose a reading
comprehension task, which is based on the reading-span task
by Daneman and Carpenter (1980), in which subjects had to
determine whether a given sentence is semantically correct or
incorrect. We used this particular task as NDRT as it is commonly
used in office and social media tasks, such as proofreading, and
reading text messages, and can be compared between conditions
and users. Participants were requested to rate the sentences as
quickly but also as correct as possible on their semantic
correctness.

For condition S, the text was displayed on the one main
window on the WSD, and for condition M, the text was
displayed in the work window. Only one sentence was shown
to the participant at once. In case the sentence was semantically
correct, participants were asked to say “Yes,” otherwise “No.”
Upon the affirmative or negative answer, correct or not, the next

sentence would be displayed. We recorded the task completion
time as well as correctness of the answer. If the participant took
more than 10 s to answer the given sentence, it was counted as
incorrectly answered, and the next sentence was displayed.

5.1.3 Take-Over Task
Participants drove on a two-lane highway road, and always
started with activated AD mode. As we used SAE L3
scenarios, we designed take-over requests (TORs) where the
driver would need to take control of the vehicle and steer it
manually away from the danger zone. In case a TOR occurred, the
warning was displayed in the “warning” window in condition M,
and in the single main window in condition S. In that case, all
other WSD contents were faded out to emphasize the importance
of the TOR warning. Additionally, the TOR display message was
accompanied by an auditory “beep.” A TOR was displayed when
an accident occurred in front of the vehicle, representing an
emergency TOR as the time to collision, or TOR lead time, was
approx. 5 s (Eriksson and Stanton, 2017; Wintersberger et al.,
2019). At this time, participants had to take over control of the
vehicle, either by pressing a pedal for >5% or a steering angle
change of >2° (Wintersberger et al., 2017a), to activate the manual
driving mode and subsequently to avoid a collision. After steering
the vehicle away from the danger zone, the vehicle resumed
automated driving, and theWSD content was faded back in. Since
SAE L3 conditional automated driving was studied, and therefore
not all potential traffic situations and road maneuvers could be
performed by the vehicle, we instructed participants to both carry
out the NDRT and to keep in mind that take-over requests could
occur at any time during the drive.

5.1.4 Measurements for Safety, Usability, User
Experience, Workload, and Acceptance
To assess safety, we determine TOR reaction times. For usability,
we assessed drivers’ NDRT performance. For evaluating the
workload, we used self-ratings using the NASA RTLX
questionnaire. Acceptance of the investigated technologies was
measured with self-ratings based on the Technology Acceptance
Model questionnaire. Usability and user experience was
determined using the self-rated User Experience Questionnaire.

5.2 Participants
We recruited 24 participants (14 male, 10 female) aged between 21
and 52 (Mean = 27.1, SD = 7.1) years with no knowledge of the
project from the general population of our university, using mailing
lists and posted flyers. All subjects were in possession of a valid
driver’s license. In terms of annual mileage, nine participants drove
less than 2,000 km, and (36%) 10 participants between 2,000 and
10,000 km (40%). The remaining five respondents reported a higher
mileage (24%). Furthermore, 17 participants were already familiar
with virtual reality. Participants had normal or corrected to normal
vision. Participants with glasses were able to keep them on while
wearing the HTC Vive Pro Eye HMD. The questionnaire on
interaction-related technical affinity (ATI scale) provided a mean
value of 4.24 (SD = 1.19) for the sample, which means that the
participants assessed themselves as having a high affinity for
technology (Attig et al., 2018).
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6 RESULTS

In the following, we present a detailed analysis of the collected
data with respect to our research questions. To evaluate
differences in task and take-over performance for conditions
M and S, we performed analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with
Bonferroni correction considering a 5% threshold for
significance. In case of multiple comparisons, we adjusted the
significance level from α = 0.05 to the Bonferroni-corrected α′.
For multi-item self-rating scores, we computed Cronbach’s α,
resulting in satisfying reliability scores for all NASA RTLX, UEQ-
S, and TAM dimensions. Throughout this paper, we use the
abbreviations Mdn for median, SD for standard deviation, and SE
for standard error.

6.1 Windshield Display Characteristics
For both conditions, we determined the window properties
position, width, height, tilt, distance, and transparency. For
condition M, we additionally counted the number of utilized
windows for each content type. This was not the case for
condition S, as the single WSD window contained all content
types. The overview of the personalized WSD window properties
for both conditions is provided in Table 1, where both the mean
values and standard deviations are provided for each metric.

6.1.1 Condition M:Multiple Content-SpecificWindows
6.1.1.1 Counts
The Countsmetric is only relevant for conditionM, as condition S
always consists of a single main window. For condition M, the
number of utilized windows differs with its associated content
type. Participants seem to be well aware of the limitations of
conditionally automated vehicles (SAE L3), as they provided a
mean number of 1.208 warning windows (W) on the WSD. This
signifies the importance of receiving feedback from the AD
system, especially in safety-relevant situations. Also, vehicle-
related information windows (V) were utilized commonly, and
work (O), entertainment (E) as well as social media (S) windows

were not used as often. Finally, custom content windows (C) that
do not include any of the aforementioned information, for
example smarthome information, were used more sparingly.

6.1.1.2 Position
We also looked at the prominent positions for each content-
specific window. While warning and vehicle-related windows
were mostly placed on the left section of the WSD, work,
entertainment and social media windows were positioned in
the center location of the WSD. Warnings were prominently
placed at the bottom of the WSD, similar to currently available
HUDs, vehicle-related information were placed both at the
bottom and top left side of the WSD. Further, custom-
information windows were mostly placed in peripheral
sections of the WSD.

6.1.1.3 Width and Height
We calculated the width and height of each content window as a
ratio of the entire windscreen dimensions. Work, entertainment
and social media windows received the largest area of the
windshield for their content. Warnings and vehicle-related
information, and particularly custom-content windows, did
not receive as much screen space from the participants.

6.1.1.4 Tilt
As study subjects had the option to rotate/tilt the content
windows, we also measured these individual preferences.
Interestingly, warnings and vehicle-related information
were not rotated at all, which makes sense as these
windows were prominently placed on the left side of the
vehicle where the driver is situated. Additionally, custom-
content windows were rarely tilted as subjects did not
suppose to look at these windows often or for longer
periods of time. In contrast, the remaining content
windows, as they were located in the center of the WSD,
as opposed to the driver’s side, were tilted towards the driver
with a mean angle of approx. 17°.

TABLE 1 | Overview of the different content types and their window properties as specified by the study participants. The SD are given in brackets.

M S

Content Type W V O E S C All-in-One

Counts 1.208 1.125 1.083 0.958 0.833 0.708 1.000
(0.415) (0.337) (0.583) (0.751) (0.702) (0.464) (0.000)

Width (%) 16.708 15.333 26.333 27.750 22.125 14.083 35.525
(4.418) (4.331) (5.483) (6.117) (5.102) (4.925) (5.055)

Height (%) 11.250 10.375 25.833 25.542 19.375 9.250 71.110
(4.067) (3.876) (4.869) (5.090) (2.856) (3.930) (10.455)

Tilt (deg) 0.000 0.000 17.000 17.375 16.500 3.750 14.385
(0.000) (0.000) (7.929) (6.883) (6.129) (5.758) (3.667)

Distance (m) 2.363 2.523 12.083 13.000 11.625 2.701 10.075
(0.894) (0.729) (3.361) (3.093) (3.187) (1.001) (3.825)

Opacity (%) 80.417 61.875 52.917 51.458 46.667 49.791 63.775
(19.219) (16.538) (10.099) (16.647) (11.578) (12.552) (15.850)
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6.1.1.5 Distance
The distance parameter shows significant differences between the
content windows, as warnings and vehicle-related information, as
well as custom-content windows, were placed more closely to the
driver, similar to currently available HUDs, with approx. 2 m
distance from the driver. Contrariwise, work, entertainment, and
social media windows were placed at larger distances of
approx. 12 m.

6.1.1.6 Opacity
We also investigated differences regarding the provided opacity
for each content window, and found that warnings received the
highest opacity (approx. 80%), while other content types showed
more transparency. These findings indicate that warnings are
considered important to the users, hence the low transparency,
and other media types, where immediate actions might be
perceived as not as important, were designed to be more
transparent.

6.1.2 Condition S: Single Main Window
6.1.2.1 Position
The single main window was prominently placed in the
horizontal and vertical center of the windshield. While
some participants started to position it either on the
driver’s side, or on the passenger’s side, they realized during
the drive that both these setups were not ideal in terms of see-
through capabilities, and visual attention in case of take-over
requests.

6.1.2.2 Width and Height
The main window was designed to be larger than any single
content window in condition M, spanning approx. 35% of the
windscreen’s width, and 70% of the windscreen’s height. We
found that some participants had troubles finding the “right”
dimensions to accommodate the media types, and would
therefore design the window larger.

6.1.2.3 Tilt
As the window was mainly positioned in the center of the
windscreen, participants chose to tilt it towards the driver’s
direction for better readability and reduced perspective
distortion of the content.

6.1.2.4 Distance
Distance-wise, we found user-specific differences as
participants on the one hand intended to use the main
window as a replacement for nowadays common tablet
interfaces located at the center stack of the vehicle. On the
other hand, similar to condition M, where users placed work,
entertainment, and social media windows farther away, the
single main window was placed such that all potential content
types would be appropriately visible, according to the
participants. To this end, most participants opted to place
the window at a distance of approx. 10 m, which puts it farther
away and today’s HUDs, but not as distant as some content
windows in condition M.

6.1.2.5 Opacity
The mean opacity of the single main window was set to approx.
63%, which, again, similar to the above metrics, is an intermediate
value compared to the content windows in condition M. As the
main window is quite large, and placed in the center of the WSD,
on average, the transparency reflects this circumstance.
Participants seem to be aware that in SAE L3 AD, drivers
should still monitor the outside environment from time to
time, and take-over requests can occur at any time, and hence
designed a semi-transparent user interface.

6.2 Quantitative Measures
As quantitative measures, we assessed the error rates, task
completion times, as well as take-over request (TOR) times for
both conditions, for both the baseline and personalized designs.
Table 2 gives an overview of the overall task performances and
take-over times. Since the results are normally distributed, we
applied a paired two-samples t-test for our further analysis.

6.2.1 Task Performance and Error Rate
The mean task completion time (i.e., giving a reply regarding the
semantic correctness of a given sentence) for condition M
(baseline) was 6.784s (SD = 0.955) and for condition S
(baseline) 6.204s (SD = 0.988) (see Table 2). The respective
personalized user interfaces led to a mean task completion time
of 6.168s (SD = 1.079) for conditionM, and 5.810s (SD = 1.266) for
condition S. As expected, the user-defined personalized UIs
achieved better results than their pre-defined baseline
counterparts. Regarding statistical significance, the personalized
single-window UI achieved a significantly better task performance
than the baseline multi-window solution (p = 0.01, Cohen’s
d = 0.98).

The mean error rate for condition M (baseline) was 0.225
(SD = 0.184) and for condition S (baseline) 0.277 (SD = 0.158).
Again, the personalized WSD UIs resulted in lower error rates
than the baseline layouts. However, we did not find a
statistically significant differences between all conditions.

6.2.2 Take-Over Performance
Regarding the mean take-over time, we identified a statistically
significant difference between the multi-window baseline and
personalized UIs (baseline: Mean = 3.358s, SD = 1.426,
personalized: Mean = 2.451s, SD = 1.040, p = 0.025, Cohen’s
d = 1.0). Additionally, we found a statistically significant
difference between the single-window personalized UI and the
multi-window baseline UI (p = 0.021, Cohen’s d = 1.05).
Therefore, the personalized window modes resulted in faster
take-over times when compared to their baseline counterparts.

6.3 Qualitative Measures
To validate the VR driving simulator setup, we report on
simulator sickness based on the Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) used before and after the VR drive. We
further assessed the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the
User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ-S), as well as the NASA
Raw Task Load Index (NASA RTLX). Additionally, we report
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interview results based on semi-structured interviews conducted
after the experiment.

6.3.1 Technology Acceptance Model
Considering the TAM, we evaluated the subscales Perceived
Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Attitude
towards Use (ATT), Intent of the system, and Trust in the
system. Considering the means of the evaluated TAM
subscales we can see that condition M (multi-window UI)
received higher ratings than condition S (single-window UI) in
the scales PU, PEOU, ATT, and Trust when comparing the
personalized variants. The comparative analysis of the inter-
condition variants (baseline vs. personalized UIs) reveals that
the personalized variants received equal or better ratings by the
subjects (see Table 3). Overall, the highest subjective ratings were
given to the personalized multi-window user interface. Friedman

ANOVA reported significant differences between PU (p = 0.030),
PEOU (p = 0.022), and ATT (p = 0.034) between both
personalized UIs.

6.3.2 User Experience Questionnaire
The User Experience Questionnaire Short (UEQ-S) allowed us to
calculate the pragmatic quality (usability) and hedonic quality
(user experience) of the two WSD conditions. The UEQ-S has a
range from −3 to 3. Table 4 shows the mean values depending on
the two WSD conditions M and S in both the baseline and
customized variants. Values greater than 0.8 indicate a positive
evaluation.

Table 4 gives an overview of the UEQ-S results. For the
pragmatic quality a mean value of 2.003 (SD = 1.355) was
achieved for condition M (baseline) and 2.124 (SD = 1.048)
for condition M (personalized). For conditions S, we calculated
for the pragmatic quality a mean value of 1.537 (SD = 1.412)
(baseline) and 1.881 (SD = 1.920) (personalized), respectively.
Accordingly, a mean value of 1.820 (SD = 1.409) for condition M
(baseline) and a value of 1.953 (SD = 1.336) for condition M
(personalized) was determined for the hedonic quality, and 1.457
(SD = 0.940) for condition S (baseline) and 1.991 (SD = 1.027) for
condition S (personalized). Friedman ANOVA revealed
significant effects for the overall UEQ-S scores of the baseline
and personalized single-window conditions (p = 0.009). The
comparative analysis of both multi-window variants resulted
in no statistically significant differences.

6.3.3 NASA Raw Task Load Index
Figure 5 shows the aggregated NASA RTLX results for the WSD
conditions in both baseline and personalized variants. The scales
physical and temporal demand were on average rated higher as
the other categories. As expected, the default baseline
configurations received a higher subjective workload than the
custom user-defined setups. However, comparing the two
personalized variants provides interesting insights. While
mental demand and frustration were rated lower for condition
M, the metrics performance and effort received more positive
ratings for condition S. We also calculated the total mean score
for the WSD conditions. For condition M (baseline), we
determined a total mean score of 25.00 (SD = 5.58), and for
the personalized counterpart 20.14 (SD = 9.64). In contrast, the
total mean score for condition S (baseline) is 24.51 (SD = 4.82),
and for the personalized variant 19.23 (SD = 5.67). They represent
the subjectively experienced stress and were calculated from the
mean values of the six subscales. Using the t-test for independent
samples, we did not find a statistically significant difference
between the two personalized variants. However, we calculated

TABLE 2 | Paired two samples t-test for NDRT and take-over performance for the baseline and personalized variants of conditions M and S.

M (baseline) M (personalized) S (baseline) S (personalized)

Variable Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Error Rate 0.225 (0.184) 0.210 (0.140) 0.277 (0.158) 0.241 (0.190)
Task Completion Time (s) 6.784 (0.955) 6.168 (1.079) 6.204 (0.988) 5.810 (1.266)
TOR Time (s) 3.358 (1.426) 2.451 (1.040) 3.040 (1.005) 2.170 (1.140)

TABLE 3 | Overview of the mean values of the TAM scores for the multi-window
(M) and single-window (S) conditions. The SD are given in brackets.

M S

Variable Baseline Personalized Baseline Personalized

PU 5.012 6.113 5.012 5.009
(0.847) (0.923) (0.446) (0.587)

PEOU 4.899 5.874 4.563 5.154
(0.665) (0.812) (0.316) (0.634)

ATT 5.676 6.125 4.333 5.569
(1.120) (0.288) (0.987) (0.553)

Trust 5.002 5.888 5.517 5.214
(0.777) (0.598) (0.860) (0.821)

Intent 5.963 6.022 5.295 5.991
(1.134) (1.369) (0.945) (1.078)

TABLE 4 | UEQ-S scores for both WSD conditions, in baseline and personalized
configurations. The SD are given in brackets.

M S

Variable Baseline Personalized Baseline Personalized

Pragmatic 2.003 2.124 1.537 1.881
(1.355) (1.048) (1.412) (1.920)

Hedonic 1.820 1.953 1.457 1.991
(1.409) (1.336) (0.940) (1.027)

Overall 1.911 2.077 1.483 1.934
(1.370) (1.222) (1.225) (1.414)
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a statistically significant difference between the baseline and
personalized variant in condition S (p = .007).

6.3.4 Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
In order to validate the VR driving simulation, we assessed the
participants’ simulator sickness using the standardized Simulator
Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ). The SSQ consists of 16 questions
and allows the analysis and measurement of simulator sickness
from various perspectives. Each question was derived from the
results of various experiments on the effects of simulators and
interaction methods used in VR applications, and the symptoms
of users. Participants selected one of four answers (none, slight,
moderate, and severe) on a Likert scale for each of the 16
questions. None, slight, moderate, and severe are converted to
0, 1, 2, and 3 points, respectively. We used the SSQ before and
after the VR scenarios for each subject. Results show that nausea
(items 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, and 16) among all participants received a
mean value of 0.147 (SD = 0.233); oculomotor sickness (items 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 11) amounted to a mean value of 0.245 (SD =
0.515); and disorientation sickness (items 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, and
14) received a mean score of 0.265 (SD = 0.410) before the VR
exposure. After the VR scenarios, SSQ results revealed that
nausea among all participants received a mean value of .385
(SD = 0.350); oculomotor sickness amounted to a mean value of
0.390 (SD = 0.625); and disorientation sickness received a mean
score of 0.344 (SD = 0.500) When interpreting a given score of
zero as no VR sickness, and 1 as slight VR sickness, these results
suggest that the VR driving simulator caused very little VR
sickness. The items that were most graded as moderate or
severe were “Eye strain” (Mean = 0.890, SD = 0.855) and
“Difficulty focusing” (Mean = 0.769, SD = 0.896), and
“Blurred vision” (Mean = 0.713, SD = .800). Since no
participant felt moderate or even severe overall VR sickness,
we were able to use all participant data for analysis.

6.3.5 Interviews
By interviewing participants after the experiment, we aimed to
gain further insight into the subjects’ experiences. They were

asked to share their general experience, attitude, and preference
towards the system and the individual display modes.

Participants preferred condition M over condition S in terms
of customization and personalization. Because participants had
the autonomy to move individual content windows for different
tasks/needs, it was possible to “design the windshield display as
large command center.” Five participants also indicated that
collaborative aspects were more supported by the multi-
window UI, as passenger-specific content could easily be
placed on the passenger side of the vehicle, rather than using
the single window interface in the center of the WSD (condition
S). In addition, the single-window UI was found to require
appropriate navigation concepts for efficient navigation
between content types, such as work tasks, and entertainment
activities. For example, it was stated that media consumption
should be accessible as soon as it is required by the driver/user
and that no cumbersome navigation should be necessary to view
that content. In this respect, traditional menu navigation should
be avoided, and speech interfaces, such as conversational UI
could also be considered (Braun et al., 2017). It was also brought
up that the single-window interface was poorly suited for micro-
tasks, such as quickly checking notifications, or skimming a few
emails, while longer tasks, such as reading the news or watching
videos could be better accomplished by directing attention
towards only one main window on the WSD. This insight by
half the participants was also reflected in the better task
performance of condition S compared to condition M, which
required subjects to focus on the cognitive non-driving related
task. Participants indicated that one way to get the “best of both
worlds” would be to provide the ability to adjust multiple
windows (condition M), and to provide a type of “focus/
performance mode” that emphasizes visualization of the
desired task, while the other tasks fade into the background.
In terms of initial setup time, most participants stated that the
multi-window setup was more tedious to fine-tune, while the
single-window UI provided a faster initial customization. In
addition, safety aspects were also discussed. When asked
whether they felt safer in condition M or S, most subjects

FIGURE 5 | NASA RTLX scores for both WSD conditions, in baseline and personalized configurations.
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indicated that condition M conveyed a greater overall sense of
safety (“better overview of the outside road environment”),
because most content windows were smaller and more
transparent as well as located in more peripheral areas of the
WSD, compared to the single-window UI. Participants also noted
that a potential large window intended for elaborate work or
entertainment tasks might be more appropriate for fully
automated vehicles to create a more immersive environment,
while simple, quick tasks might be better visualized using smaller,
scattered windows as envisioned in condition M.

Since we wanted to gain insights into WSD user preferences
for fully automated vehicles (SAE L5), we concluded the interview
by asking participants how they would adjust their preferred
presentation mode (multi-window or single-window layout)
based on their experiences in the SAE L3 driving scenarios.
Therefore, we gave participants the opportunity to modify all
WSD parameters (e.g., size, distance, transparency etc.), and
received similar results to Riegler et al. (2019e) in terms of
increased utilization of the WSD space. More than two third
of participants chose the multi-window WSD setup stating “the
ability to have all information at a glance” and “using the vehicle
as a personal command center for many tasks.” Users who
preferred a single main window for content display noted that
this setup would allow for a “full immersion in the digital
content.” The “ability to engage in playful activities or work
collaboration with other passengers” was also mentioned. Since
SAE L5 AVs require no human driving interactions, subjects
updated their WSD preferences by making the work and
entertainment windows larger as well as moving them to more
user-centric locations, while warning and vehicle-related
information windows were either removed or placed in
peripheral areas of the WSD, consistent with prior work by
Riegler et al. (2019e). Additionally, distance and tilt
parameters were only slightly changed, however, windows
were made more opaque for “increased visibility and
immersion of the WSD content”. For SAE L3 conditionally
AVs, drivers seemed to be aware that occluding the driving
scene with many or large digital overlays would impair their
ability to stay in the loop and take over control of the AV (Riener
et al., 2017), however, SAE L5 AVs eliminate this constraint.
Concerns were expressed about motion sickness in fully
automated vehicles, especially when the outside environment
is not visible because of opaque WSD content (“not knowing
when sharp turns or emergency brakes occur would diminish the
in-vehicle experience”).

7 DISCUSSION

Three-dimensional augmented reality windshield displays are an
interesting concept in the context of highly automated driving.
Answering RQ1, and as an extension of the initial research by
Riegler et al. (2018) on two-dimensional WSDs for semi-
automated vehicles, our results indicate that the additional
distance parameters for displaying continuous-depth content
on the WSD were used by our participants. While there are
some common areas for certain content types in both

configurations, we found that more peripheral windows were
not only placed at a greater distance, but also tilted towards the
driver, which was not considered in screen-fixed two-
dimensional layouts. Overall, the personalized user interfaces
differed from the baseline concepts in some aspects such as
placement on the WSD, mainly influenced by the distance
parameter. While current HUDs are screen-fixed, recent
concepts showcased by automobile manufacturers use AR with
continuous depth, which, combined with higher levels of vehicle
automation, introduces a new design and research scope for
immersive experiences in the vehicle (Wiegand et al., 2019;
Yontem et al., 2020).

As for RQ2, our study subjects appeared to be aware of the
boundaries of conditionally automated driving and, in case of the
multi-window user interface, placed warning messages in the
driver’s side of the WSD, and less critical content types in the
peripheral areas of the WSD. As Topliss et al. (2019) found,
manual driving performance deteriorates whenWSD is displayed
further from the driver’s forward view. For the single-window
presentation mode, participants had to balance an acceptable
intermediate solution between being able to observe roadside
activities, and performing the non-driving related task.
Accordingly, window size, distance, and transparency
parameters were adjusted. We examined a number of self-
rated usability, user experience, and workload metrics to assess
user preferences. While the personalized creations received better
ratings than their baseline screen-fixed counterparts, comparison
of the two personalized interfaces showed mixed results. The
TAM results indicated that the multi-window customization
received a higher acceptance, however, subjective user
experience and workload findings revealed no significant
differences. Post-experiment interviews provided further
insights into potential use cases for both WSD presentation
modes, such as multi-window setups with peripheral content
windows for conditionally automated driving for an increased
situational awareness. However, larger, more immersive and
interactive content windows may be better suited for fully
automated driving scenarios, which Riegler et al. (2019e)
supports. For this reason, future vehicle user interfaces need to
consider context awareness, such as the vehicle’s capabilities, and
the ability for users to personalize in-vehicle interfaces, such as
WSD content (RQ3). While warning and vehicle-related
information windows were primarily placed similarly to
current screen-fixed HUDs, other content windows, such as
work, entertainment and social media windows, were
positioned with adjusted distance and tilt parameters so that
subjects accounted for the benefits and limitations of a larger UI
design space in the forward viewing direction. Research (e.g.,
Schroeter and Steinberger, 2016; Schartmüller et al., 2018; Gerber
et al., 2020) is already considering the use of WSDs to facilitate
situational awareness while performing work or entertainment
activities.

Regarding task performance (RQ4), we discovered that the
utilization of a single main window encompassing all media types
significantly improved task performance for the text
comprehension task. As we found in post-study interviews,
many subjects indicated that they were better able to focus on
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the task than when they had multiple potentially distracting
windows in their field of view. Single-window UIs (condition
S) might therefore be useful for focussing on specific tasks that
require more and undivided attention from the user, while multi-
window UIs (condition M) could be helpful for activities
requiring lower attention, such as browsing the web, skimming
over notifications, consuming media etc. In addition, we found
that take-overs were performed faster for the single-window
mode. One possible explanation for the better TOR
performance could be the warning message was displayed
directly in the driver’s field of view, as contrasted with the
dedicated warning window in condition M, which may have
required a change in the driver’s attention. Feedback design
should therefore consider the driver’s viewing direction, maybe
regardless of the driver’s personal preference towards a specified
area of theWSD to display notifications/warnings. These findings
are consistent with Abdi et al. (2015). Another way to reduce
take-over times with AR interfaces could be to not only use
multimodal alerts (e.g., Yun and Yang, 2020), but also
highlighting outside information that could cause a takeover
(e.g., inattentive pedestrians) (Kim et al., 2016). From a
research viewpoint, understanding (semi-)automated vehicle
behavior, and leveraging novel interfaces to enrich in-vehicle
experiences for drivers and passengers is an ongoing process in
which we believe AR WSDs serve as an integral catalyst.

With respect to WSD user preferences for SAE L5 fully
automated vehicles (RQ5), we found that our study
participants are aware of the automation capabilities of SAE
L3 conditionally automated vehicles, and considered these
aspects with their respective WSD designs. In our previous
study on 2D WSDs (Riegler et al., 2019e), users also adjusted
content windows for the different levels of vehicle automation. It
is important that the general public is made aware of these
automation levels and their technological capabilities and
advancements. As Dixon (2020) state, the misunderstanding of
automation capabilities can lead to misuse of AVs, and affect trust
in automation technology as well road safety. Häuslschmid et al.
(2019) investigated personalized WSD layouts in the context of
manual driving, and comparison between one-fits-all and
customized designs revealed safety issues for personalized
WSDs. Häuslschmid et al. (2019) therefore recommended
restricting areas for safety-critical information presentation.
However, in higher levels of vehicle automation (i.e., SAE L3
and higher), the primary driving task may be performed by the
system, and keeping the driver in the loop while they engage in
NDRTs is important. Comparison of personalized WSD designs
between manual (Häuslschmid et al., 2019), conditional, and fully
automated driving show stark differences in user preferences, and
awareness of drivers for each automation level. Our studies
indicate that as vehicle automation progresses, drivers prefer
engagement in work/entertainment activities, maybe even with
other passengers, and vehicle-related or safety information
become less critical to the driver. Motion sickness must be
addressed for highly automated vehicles in conjunction with
(opaque) WSD content. We believe that our “snap”
functionality (Riegler et al., 2020c) could alleviate this issue, as
the AR WSD could help driver/passengers anticipate future

vehicle motion and reduce sensory conflicts using visual
indicators (Diels et al., 2016; Wintersberger et al., 2017b).

7.1 Limitations and Future Work
We are aware of limitations in our experiment. First, the study
was carried out in a VR driving simulator. Although it has been
shown that VR can adequately simulate AR content (e.g., Kim
and Dey, 2009; Langlois et al., 2016), user preferences and
perceptions might differ in a real driving scene. In addition,
our study involved only a limited population, mainly young
college students and staff in Europe. Other users might behave
and perform differently (Barkhuus and Rode, 2007). We would
also like to point out that participants’ preferences and
feedback might very over time as new technologies, and
people’s attitude and acceptance towards them are
introduced, such as AR HUDS and large vehicular displays.
We therefore suggest that future studies should explore our
proposed approach with individuals of different ages,
education, technophilia, or cultural background.
Additionally, we evaluated simulator sickness before and
after the VR exposure to determine the internal validity of
the user study (Hock et al., 2018), as we intended to design the
VR scenarios in a way that would minimize simulator sickness,
and thereby focus our evaluation on the WSD conditions. We
did not measure simulator sickness for each WSD condition.
While we are confident that AR WSDs could facilitate driver/
passengers to anticipate road maneuvers by visually indicating
vehicle intentions, we propose to further explore the role of
simulator and motion sickness in AR WSD content
presentation for highly automated vehicles.

In future studies, based on the results of this research, we
intend to incorporate and evaluate an interaction management
system for multimodal user interactions with windshield displays.
Specifically, we aim to unify gaze, voice and gesture input for
interacting with WSDs in order to establish context-aware
cooperative interfaces (Walch et al., 2017). Although there is
existing research on separate input modalities [e.g., head gaze
(Riegler et al., 2020a), speech (Lo and Green, 2013), gestures (May
et al., 2017), and olfactory (Dmitrenko et al., 2016)], we
encourage researchers to exploit the large design space of AR
in the automotive domain (Haeuslschmid et al., 2016a; Wiegand
et al., 2019).

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we let drivers/passengers of conditionally and
fully automated vehicles draft their own 3D WSD layout in a
virtual reality driving simulator. We also explored both
subjective preferences and objective task and take-over
performance for utilizing such WSDs. Our aim was to
examine how WSDs can be used to improve productivity
and user experience for future drivers and passengers. To
this end, we identified an initial design space for 3D WSD
window parameters (such as distance, content types, and
transparency) by comparing two display modalities
(multiple windows for specific content types vs. one main
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window) in conditionally and fully automated driving settings.
Our results yield a number of insights and recommendations
for the use of 3D AR windshield displays in AVs:

• Customization and personalization of in-vehicle
interfaces requires more research attention, and
conventional one-fits-all solutions should be
questioned. Depending on the level of automation of
the vehicle, certain levels of in-vehicle user interface
customizations should be addressed.

• The added dimensionality of variable distance by the means
of continuous-depth AR WSDs shows promises in terms of
objective task performance and subjective user experience in
the evolution of screen-fixed HUDs towards world-relative
AR interfaces for future in-vehicle activities, both for driver-
related tasks and passenger experiences.

• The provision of a focus/performance mode for certain
visually demanding tasks displayed on AR WSDs should
be looked into. Quantitative and qualitative findings show
that 3D AR interfaces have the potential to increase
productivity and user experience in conditionally
automated vehicles, and further context-specific
experiments should explore their feasibility for additional
automotive use cases.

• For fully automated vehicles, users prefer customizable,
multi-window setups that visualize content-type specific
applications, and facilitate interactions and collaborations
with other passengers.
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